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Extramural Trainee Reporting 
and Career Tracking (xTRACT) 
Version1.3.3.1  

Release Notes  

Fixes 

Users with Multiple Roles now have the Ability to Access all 
Appropriate Grants 

Previously users with multiple roles such as Signing Official (SO) and an Assistant (ASST) or a 

Principle Investigator (PI) and an Assistant (ASST) could not access all the appropriate grants. 

This issue has been resolved.  

Now the SO who is delegated as an ASST can search for one PI’s grants by choosing a 

delegator, or search for all grants at the institution by leaving the delegator name blank, when 

executing a training grant search. 

Similarly, the PI who is delegated as ASST for another PI can search for the other PI’s grants by 

choosing that person as delegator, or search for all grants (his/her own plus any delegators’) by 

leaving the delegator name blank when executing a training grant search. 

PDF Output is now Outputting Correctly 

Under certain isolated conditions, it was possible for a renewal PDF to be generated with errors 

that prevented it from being opened properly. 

The issue has been resolved. 

Training table PDFs No Longer Split Trainee information across page 
breaks 

Previously when generating training table 8 in the PDF, if there were trainee information that 

extended beyond the end of one page, the remaining information for that trainee would be 

continued at the top of the next page.  This in turn caused the person’s name to appear twice 

across the page breaks – once at the bottom of the preceding page and once at the top of the 

subsequent page. 
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This cosmetic issue has been resolved.  Any trainee whose information cannot fit within the 

remaining space on a page will be presented at the top of the next page, rather than being split 

between pages. 

 


